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REMEDY REALITIES IN BUSINESS-TO-CONSUMER CONTRACTING

Amy J. Schmitz

Professor Jean Braucher greatly contributed to the exploration of consumer and contract law by questioning how the law operates in the real world and highlighting the importance of “law in action.” In recognition of that contribution, this Article focuses on law in action with respect to consumers’ quest to obtain remedies regarding their business-to-consumers (“B2C”) contracts. Currently, consumers often have no practical recourse with respect to B2C purchase problems due to the complexity, cost, and inconvenience of the processes for obtaining remedies. Accordingly, stated legal rights become meaningless for individuals living in the real world. This Article, therefore, explores access to consumer remedies and proposes ideas for expanding that access through development of fair and efficient online dispute resolution (“ODR”) processes.
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INTRODUCTION

Consumers continually make small-dollar purchases through business-to-consumer ("B2C") contracts, usually without incident. Occasionally, however, the goods and services that consumers purchase do not fulfill their expectations. Purchased products may never arrive or quickly malfunction, and service providers may perform poorly. When this happens, consumers often lack information about their rights and do not know where to turn for assistance regarding their purchase problems. Furthermore, even when consumers understand their rights, they may lack the resources or confidence to pursue processes for obtaining assistance. This is especially true for consumers with lower status, education, or income.

Professor Jean Braucher highlighted this lack of awareness and access with respect to consumer remedies in her consideration of “law in action” and urged that the law should move beyond bravado to provide real relief for all individuals.1 Professor Braucher emphasized that common-law contract remedies are inadequate to protect consumers’ expectation interests, especially in light of litigation costs.2 Over 30 years ago, Professor Braucher criticized the “legal-rights” framework for understanding consumer warranty claims and the prohibitive costs of related litigation.3 She emphasized that a majority of product defects go unnoticed and as many as two-thirds of perceived defects go unreported.4

In an ideal world, all consumers would understand their rights and have easy access to remedies when they have problems with B2C purchases. Instead, the world is less than ideal. Consumers usually do not realize they have rights. They often feel helpless in seeking remedies even when they realize their rights. Furthermore, businesses have cut back customer service, and have cut off

2. William C. Whitford, Jean Braucher’s Contracts World View, 58 ARIZ. L. REV. 13, 18 (2016) (noting how Professor Braucher emphasized that the costs of litigation may effectively preclude a consumer from even defending against a collection action initiated by a business).
4. Id. at 1450-60 (further explaining how few consumers seek remedies and proposing an informal resolution model adopting a warranty disclosure approach that regulates warranties “only to the extent necessary” to make clear disclosure possible).
consumer access to judicial relief through one-sided form contracts with arbitration clauses that preclude class relief of any kind.\(^5\) This often leaves consumers with no practical process for obtaining remedies with respect to small-dollar claims. For example, a consumer generally will not pursue a claim regarding a $500 cell phone if that means she must pay the nonrefundable $200 filing fee required to initiate arbitration with the American Arbitration Association ("AAA"). That is especially true when one considers the consumer’s time, travel, and attorney costs.\(^6\)

The U.S. Supreme Court has reinforced strict enforcement of these arbitration and class waiver provisions.\(^7\) Some scholars have argued that this jurisprudence threatens to erode public awareness of their rights and enforcement of substantive consumer-protection law.\(^8\) This is because the Court’s endorsement of arbitration clauses ignores whether enforcement will help streamline proceedings or thwart reasonable means for asserting claims.\(^9\) The current interpretation of arbitration and class waiver provisions essentially incentivizes businesses to use procedural provisions to escape the public eye of the courts and class actions.\(^10\)

That is not to say that public litigation is an ideal avenue for the vindication of consumer rights. As Professor Braucher noted, litigation also generally fails to pave an economically practical and satisfying way for consumers to obtain remedies regarding purchases.\(^11\) Any such formalized face-to-face ("F2F") processes for pursuing remedies are usually too complex and expensive for resolving consumers’ relatively small claims related to typical household

---

5. Arbitration clauses are not necessarily unfair to consumers and some companies reimburse consumers’ arbitration costs. For example, Amazon uses a binding arbitration clause with a class action waiver, but the company allows for a telephonic hearing and will reimburse consumers for all fees on claims of $10,000 or less unless the arbitrator deems the claim “frivolous.” Conditions of Use, AMZON, http://www.amazon.com/gp/help/customer/display.html/?nodeId=508088 (last visited Feb. 28, 2016).

6. According to the AAA, a consumer must pay a nonrefundable filing of $200 in full when filing a claim, unless the parties’ agreement provides that the consumer pay less. Costs of Arbitration (Including AAA Administrative Fees), AM. ARB. ASS’N, https://www.adr.org/aaa/ShowPDF?doc=ADRSTAGE2026862 (last visited Feb. 28, 2016) (also noting that there are additional fees for an in-person hearing ($500 plus room rental), but the AAA says these fees are to be paid by the business).


9. See id. at 3070.

10. Id. at 3080–82; see also Jean R. Sternlight, Mandatory Binding Arbitration Clauses Prevent Consumers from Presenting Procedurally Difficult Claims, 42 SW. L. REV. 87, 94–98 (2012) (noting the prevalence and danger of arbitration clauses in consumer contracts).

purchases. Most consumers do not have the resources, education, confidence, or general inclination to pursue such procedures.

As a result, consumers usually do nothing or occasionally seek a remedy through more informal private processes. As I have argued, this privatization of B2C claims resolution has allowed a “squeaky wheel system” (“SWS”) to develop in which only the most sophisticated squeaky wheels are sufficiently proactive in pursuing their complaints to get the limited assistance, remedies, and other benefits that companies are not eager to provide. Meanwhile, the majority of consumers remain silent because they lack the knowledge, experience, or resources to artfully and actively pursue their interests. As a result, the individuals who already enjoy disproportionate bargaining power due to social or economic status are usually the squeaky wheels that receive the benefits—thus perpetuating the divide between the consumer “haves” and “have-nots.” Furthermore, privately satisfying the informed squeaky-wheel consumers with rationed remedies may prevent these consumers from leading class actions or otherwise informing the majority about purchase problems.

As Professor Braucher suggested in her work, the costs and complexities of remedy processes create a need for consumer protections that make rights real when viewed in action. This Article builds on this inspiration in highlighting the dysfunctions in consumer-remedy systems and advocating for expanded processes to make rights and remedies real for consumers. Specifically, this Article considers how online dispute resolution (“ODR”) systems could provide expanded access to remedies with respect to typical consumer purchase problems. ODR utilizes the Internet and computer-mediated communication (“CMC”) to provide cost-effective negotiation, mediation, and arbitration processes for resolving complaints without the need for costly travel or other stresses and complications of F2F or

12. See id.
13. See Rebecca L. Sandefur, The Importance of Doing Nothing: Everyday Problems and Responses of Inaction, in TRANSFORMING LIVES: LAW AND SOCIAL PROCESS 112–32 (Pascoe Pleasence et al. eds., 2007) (highlighting how shame, a sense of insufficient power, fear, gratitude, and frustrated resignation stops individuals from asserting their claims).
14. See id. at 112–14.
16. See id. at 282–83.
17. See Peter A. Alces & Jason M. Hopkins, Carrying a Good Joke Too Far, 83 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 879, 895–96 (2008) (discussing how businesses may discriminate in favor of sophisticated consumers); see also Amy J. Schmitz, Secret Consumer Scores and Segmentations: Separating Consumer “Haves” from “Have-Not,” 2014 MICIL ST. L. REV. 1411, 1411–74 [hereinafter Schmitz, Secret Consumer Scores] (exploring how Big Data has been used by businesses to determine what contracts and benefits to provide to consumers, thereby perpetuating contractual discrimination).
telephonic processes. ODR can ameliorate the negative impacts of the SWS by lowering the costs of pursing complaints so that all consumers—regardless of power and resources—feel comfortable and able to seek assistance.

Accordingly, Part I of this Article describes legal limitations consumers face when seeking remedies on their small dollar claims, paying particular attention to the rise of arbitration clauses and class action waivers. Part II then explains “life” limitations that hinder most consumers from pursuing their rights and incentivize businesses to treat consumers differently because of their resources, status, or education. These parts highlight how arbitration clauses and class action waivers converge with the realities of human and business predilections to curtail consumers’ access to meaningful remedies. Part III then suggests means for addressing this lack of access to remedies through the development of ODR systems that assist consumers with purchase problems regardless of their wealth, educational, or other social status. Part IV concludes by inviting action in advancing such ODR systems.

I. LEGAL LIMITATIONS ON ACCESS TO REMEDIES

Courts, regulators, and lawmakers generally focus on formalistic contract enforcement and promotion of market efficiency, which weigh against substantive regulations that may interfere with freedom of contract. \(^2^0\) This has largely limited consumer protections to disclosure rules that preserve businesses’ power to dictate contract terms as long as they provide sufficient notice of provisions with particular impact on consumers’ rights. Allegiance to freedom of contract also has led to strict enforcement of arbitration clauses that businesses may use to cut off consumers’ access to class relief, which may be their only practical means for asserting small-dollar claims. This combination of limited consumer protection regulations and strict enforcement of arbitration has arguably promoted market efficiency by allowing businesses to rely on form contracts and save on dispute resolution costs. This combination, however, is problematic when it precludes consumers from vindicating their rights and jeopardizes enforcement of consumer law.

A. Resistance to Substantive Consumer Protections

Classical contract doctrine prefers formulistic disclosure rules to incentivize individuals to read their contracts and responsibly protect themselves. \(^2^1\) This doctrine counseled against substantive consumer protections to foster

---


certainty, long-term planning, and an optimal allocation of resources. Adherents to classical contract doctrine assume that buyers and sellers make rational contracts that include efficient and interest-maximizing contract terms. Furthermore, they presuppose healthy competition among sellers that are concerned about their reputations.

Law and economics scholars focus on cost-benefit analysis as promoting market efficiency. They argue that cost-benefit analysis is generally applicable in any purchase context, even B2C contexts. Furthermore, they suggest that cost-benefit analysis is the most effective means for assessing regulations because it relies on available market data and monetary valuations. Law and economics scholars therefore warn that substantive consumer protection reforms based on expert judgments would create market inefficiencies and reduce transparency.

Classical contract theorists and economists who focus on efficiency also worry that substantive consumer protection regulations may lead to an unpredictable enforcement of contracts and may cause merchants to avoid transactions with those likely to challenge adhesive contracts. They also argue that businesses will pass on contract litigation costs to consumers through increased prices and decreased quality of goods and services. They posit that strict enforcement of boilerplate contract terms benefits all consumers regardless of their adhesive nature because standardization of contracts lowers transaction costs and fosters efficiency.

Some law and economics scholars criticize any substantive regulations that arguably impede freedom of contract. They argue that such regulations may require banks and businesses to take on the extra costs of measures, including assessing borrowers’ subjective contractual expectations. They also suggest that government enforcement of new substantive regulations results in taxpayer costs.

22. See Brian Bix, Epstein, Craswell, Economics, Unconscionability, and Morality, 19 QUINNIPIAC L. REV. 715, 717 (2000) (noting law and economics theorists’ suggestion that presumed enforcement of “adhesion contracts” may be in “the long-term interests of those who sign them”).


25. Id.

26. Id.

27. Id.


31. Id. at 16 (discussing the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010, 12 U.S.C. § 5531(a), (d) (2012)).
that outweigh any benefit that such regulations provide consumers. Such scholars thus conclude that the costs to impose new regulations on businesses exceed the benefit.

Following this logic, both classical and law and economics contract theorists have continued to endorse limited disclosure rules. This is largely because, in their opinion, disclosure bolsters freedom of contract by giving consumers an opportunity to review contract terms before consenting. Proponents of disclosure rules suggest that these rules should bolster contractual consent, thereby adding justification for strict contract enforcement. Such disclosure rules also may help eradicate abusive practices without the costs of more substantive prohibitions on contract terms.

The Credit Card Accountability Responsibility and Disclosure Act of 2009 (“CARD Act”) is an example of a disclosure-focused law. Although the CARD Act contains some substantive protections, it has gained prominence for requiring simple disclosures to credit card holders that mimic those of the so-called “Schumer Box” that requires lenders to succinctly state key loan terms in credit applications and solicitations under the Truth in Lending Act (“TILA”). Specifically, the CARD Act provisions impose disclosure requirements with respect to payment amounts, due dates, rates, and fees.

The CARD Act has been somewhat successful in protecting consumers from unwanted fees and interest, but it is unclear whether the disclosure or substantive aspects of the law have been more beneficial.
ARIZONA LAW REVIEW [VOL. 58:213

Similarly, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (“Dodd-Frank”) seeks to increase transparency in the market for consumer financial services by requiring additional disclosures in financial dealings.41 Dodd-Frank also gives the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) rulemaking, supervisory, and enforcement powers and allows for dual state and federal enforcement.42 This has opened the door to more substantive consumer protection regulations aimed to address “unfair, deceptive, and abusive acts, and practices.”43 For example, the CFPB has promulgated substantive limits on checking account overdraft charges that protect consumers from abusive bank practices.44

However, the CFPB has limited resources for enforcement actions and state attorneys general have done little to implement their new powers under Dodd-Frank.45 Consumers continue to carry the burden to learn about their rights and proactively pursue processes for obtaining remedies. Although enhanced disclosures help justify contract enforcement, they generally do little to advance consumers’ access to remedy processes. Current law leaves consumers with traditional tort- and contract-based solutions that are not well suited for small-dollar claims.46

B. Proliferation of Arbitration Clauses Precluding Class Proceedings

Adherence to freedom of contract and reluctance by legislatures to enact more substantive consumer protections have hindered movements to bar enforcement of arbitration clauses.47 Instead, arbitration clauses have become common in B2C contracts, thereby preventing consumers from litigating claims in court.48 Furthermore, B2C contract clauses generally preclude class relief of any

42. Id. at 127–28.
43. See id. at 131–54.
45. Braucher, supra note 1, at 110, 128 (highlighting the importance of CFPB follow-through as a means for protecting consumers from lenders’ exploitative marketing and products); Totten, supra note 41, at 168–71 (arguing that dual enforcement could: (1) cure federal agency inaction; (2) increase democratic participation and accountability; (3) strengthen federal separation of powers; (4) facilitate the “states as laboratories of democracy” power; and (5) give states power they would not otherwise have under state law).
46. See Braucher, supra note 1, at 118–25 (noting need for more substantive protections regarding reckless credit extensions).
47. See Brian T. Fitzpatrick, The End of Class Actions?, 57 ARIZ. L. REV. 161, 197 (2015) (noting that legislation to save class actions from business-friendly Supreme Court interpretations of federal arbitration law is unlikely to pass).
48. Id. at 164–70, 192 (discussing Supreme Court decisions that have upheld the enforceability of class action waivers, and noting that 50% of credit card users and 40% of
kind, which is often consumers’ only economically feasible means for seeking relief on their small-dollar claims. 49

1. Strict Enforcement of Individualized Arbitration

Arbitration clauses precluding class relief pervade B2C contracts. For example, one study indicates that roughly 75% of financial services and telecommunications consumer contracts contain arbitration clauses, and all of these contracts include class action waivers. 50 As one scholar surmised, “Based on studies, anecdotes, and back of the envelope calculations, it seems that reasonable people could agree there are lots and lots of mandatory consumer arbitration contracts in the United States at present.” 51

The growth of arbitration clauses in consumer contracts flows from the U.S. Supreme Court’s application of the Federal Arbitration Act (“FAA”) to mandate strict enforcement of arbitration clauses. Furthermore, the Court reinforced this mandate in a string of recent decisions including American Express v. Italian Colors Restaurant; Stolt-Nielsen S.A. v. AnimalFeeds Int’l Corp.; AT&T Mobility, L.L.C. v. Concepcion; and Rent-A-Center v. Jackson. 52 The Court condoned class waivers with respect to statutory rights in American Express, and significantly narrowed arbitrators’ power to order class arbitration in Stolt-Nielsen S.A. and AT&T Mobility, L.L.C. 53 Furthermore, the Court in Rent-A-Center emphasized that courts may only consider contract challenges that target the enforceability of an arbitration agreement itself, and sanctioned provisions that allow arbitrators to determine the validity and scope of their own jurisdiction. 54

Prior to these cases, the U.S. Supreme Court had endorsed arbitration of statutory claims unless a statute expressly precludes arbitration or there was strong evidence that arbitration would severely hinder the statute’s purpose. It therefore condoned arbitration of a broad range of statutory claims extending to employment checking account users were bound by such class action waivers, according to a 2012 CFPB report).

49. Id. at 164–97.
50. Sternlight, supra note 10, at 94–98 (noting a study by other researchers who question the prevalence of arbitration clauses in consumer contracts).
53. See Am. Express Co., 133 S. Ct. at 2304–10 (enforcing a class waiver in arbitration clauses with respect to antitrust claims); AT&T Mobility, 131 S. Ct at 1748–53 (stating that class-wide arbitration is inconsistent with the FAA); Stolt-Nielsen S.A., 130 S. Ct. at 1773–76 (holding a party cannot be compelled under the FAA to class arbitration unless contractual basis indicating parties agreed to class arbitration).
54. See Rent-A-Ctr., 130 S. Ct. at 2777–80 (holding a clause in an employment contract delegating to the arbitrator exclusive authority to decide enforceability of the arbitration agreement was a valid delegation under the FAA).
discrimination, consumer lending, and securities fraud. Furthermore, courts have uniformly held that arbitration of statutory claims does not constitute state action subject to constitutional due process requirements. Most courts also construe arbitration clauses broadly to cover tort and statutory claims, regardless of whether a clause gives express notice of such broad coverage.

In addition, consumers must overcome a high threshold to satisfy the burden set by the Supreme Court in Green Tree Fin. Corp. v. Randolph of proving that arbitration costs effectively prohibit claimants from vindicating their statutory rights. In that case, the Court found that the consumer claimants failed to prove that their inability to pay arbitration costs would preclude them from vindicating their rights under TILA because the claimants had not established their lack of sufficient financial resources to pay the arbitration costs. The Court was persuaded by the arbitrators' discretion to limit or excuse fees for consumers unable to pay costs. Further, a footnote in the opinion seemed to give credence to the lender's offer during oral arguments to pay arbitration costs if they proved prohibitive to the consumer. The opinion left claimants in the awkward position of having to shoulder upfront fees to arbitrate in hopes of recouping those costs through an award or post-hoc business offer to pay fees.

This pro-enforcement jurisprudence has since led the Court to deny a similar claim of prohibitive costs in American Express v. Italian Colors.


57. See Gilmer v. Interstate/Johnson Lane Corp., 500 U.S. 620, 624–26 (1991) (finding statutory age discrimination claim could be subject to arbitration, explaining that arbitration clauses are little more than specialized forum-selection clauses).

58. Green Tree, 531 U.S. at 91–92 (2000) (finding that although Randolph had provided information regarding high AAA arbitration fees and costs, it was not clear that she would bear these costs and that she could not pay them).

59. Id.

60. See id.; Transcript of Oral Argument at 21, Green Tree Fin. Corp. v. Randolph, 531 U.S. 79 (2000) (No. 99-1235), http://www.supremecourt.gov/oral_arguments/argument_transcripts/99-1235.pdf. Although it is laudable for businesses to offer to pay such costs, such post-hoc offers allow them to avoid changing their contracts ex ante, thus reserving the benefits of such assistance to only those who expend resources and time to challenge cost provisions. See also James v. McDonald’s Corp., 417 F.3d 672, 675–80 (7th Cir. 2005) (emphasizing that consumers would have to show that arbitration was truly more expensive than litigation in terms of overall costs); Bailey v. Ameriquest Mortg. Co., 346 F.3d 821, 823–24 (8th Cir. 2003) (finding cost challenge of arbitrability was for the arbitrator under the parties’ agreement); Phillips v. Assoc’s. Home Equity Servs., Inc., 179 F. Supp. 2d 840, 847–48 (N.D. Ill. 2001) (stating that the court would reconsider its ruling denying enforcement of an arbitration clause due to high costs if the defendants agreed to pay these costs).
In that case, a would-be class of small businesses asserted antitrust violations against the credit card company for allegedly charging excessive fees and claimed that the class waiver in their arbitration agreements made it too expensive for them to vindicate their statutory rights. The businesses argued that they could not pay the expert fees and related costs of proving antitrust violations unless they banded together. However, the Court denied the class consolidation, emphasizing that complainants have no right to an economical or streamlined means for asserting antitrust violations. The Court also indicated a distaste for class arbitrations, which it believes frustrate the efficiency goals of the FAA.

Two years earlier, the Court had questioned class arbitration in narrowing arbitrators’ power to order class relief in Stolt-Nielsen S.A. v. AnimalFeeds Int’l Corp. In that case, arbitrators ordered class arbitration of customers’ antitrust claims against several large shipping companies where the contract between the shipping companies and their customers lacked a class waiver clause. The Court quashed that order, holding that the arbitration panel had “imposed its own conception of sound policy” and exceeded its authority under the FAA by ordering class arbitration. Nonetheless, the Court most recently declined to invalidate the class arbitration in Oxford Health Plans L.L.C. v. Sutter, another case in which the arbitration clause was silent on class proceedings.

However, most B2C contracts now expressly preclude class proceedings in the wake of AT&T Mobility L.L.C. v. Concepcion, which severely narrowed consumers’ power to challenge class waivers based on traditional contract defenses. The AT&T court held that the FAA preempts a state court from using unconscionability to condition enforcement of an arbitration clause on preserving consumers’ ability to bring class-wide arbitration. Consumers in that case filed a class action lawsuit against AT&T, alleging that it fraudulently advertised free

---

62. Id.
63. Id.
64. Id.; see also Glover, supra note 8, at 3070–84 (arguing that the Court’s arbitration jurisprudence has undermined public justice).
66. Id. at 1768–70.
67. Id. at 1769–77.
68. Oxford Health Plans L.L.C. v. Sutter, 133 S. Ct. 2064, 2065–75 (2013); see also Fenterstock v. Educ. Fin. Partners, 611 F.3d 124, 132–39 (2d Cir. 2010) (holding that Stolt-Nielsen did not preclude the court from holding the class waiver unconscionable, but it did bar the court from severing the waiver to enforce class arbitration); Discover Bank v. Super. Ct., 113 P.3d 1100 (Cal. 2005) (holding class action waiver unenforceable where it targeted small consumer claims); Brewer v. Mo. Title Loans, Inc., 323 S.W.3d 18, 18–24 (Mo. 2010) (finding that Stolt-Nielsen requires courts to strike arbitration clauses entirely where courts find a class waiver unenforceable under contract law); Gentry v. Super. Ct., 165 P.3d 556 (Cal. 2007) (holding class action waiver in arbitration agreement unenforceable under California law).
69. Rutledge & Drahozal, supra note 51, at 38 (“Of the arbitration clauses in the sample [of credit card agreements], forty-four of forty-seven clauses (or 93.6%) (covering 99.9% of the credit card loans outstanding) waived any right to class arbitration.”).
phones despite its inclusion of phone costs and taxes in monthly service charges.\textsuperscript{71} The AT&T consumers’ standard cellular phone agreements included an arbitration clause that precluded arbitrators from ordering class relief or consolidation, but allowed for small claims court actions, recovery of double attorney fees if an award exceeded the company’s settlement offer, and the company’s payment for all arbitration costs.\textsuperscript{72} The California court struck down the class waiver because the waiver effectively “cheat[ed] large numbers of consumers out of individually small sums of money.”\textsuperscript{73} However, the U.S. Supreme Court reversed and admonished California’s use of state contract law to hinder enforcement of class waivers.\textsuperscript{74}

The U.S. Supreme Court’s jurisprudence—reinforcing strict enforcement of arbitration—threatens public justice. Public litigation brings light to policy issues and aids development of the law. However, the Court’s decisions shifting away from public dispute resolution toward private arbitration threaten these important functions.\textsuperscript{75} Strict enforcement of arbitration clauses allows private entities to define their own dispute resolution processes, thus gaining quasi-lawmaking powers that significantly decrease the compensatory and public deterrent objectives of consumer protection laws.\textsuperscript{76}

2. Limited Utility of Arbitration for Consumers

In the years since \textit{AT&T} and \textit{Stolt-Nielsen}, the filings of new class arbitrations have “almost completely dried up” according to one arbitration scholar.\textsuperscript{77} Class arbitrations with the AAA reached a high of 57 cases in 2006, but fell to 9 by the first half of 2012.\textsuperscript{78} Furthermore, \textit{Stolt-Nielsen} had a particular impact on class arbitration in the eight months following that decision—only one new class action arbitration case appeared on the AAA website, and the parties in

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{71} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{72} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{73} Id. at 1747–58.
\item \textsuperscript{74} See id. at 1748–55 (emphasizing that class action arbitration sacrifices informality, a major advantage of arbitration, and that class action arbitration rules, unlike the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, are ill-suited to protect defendants in class litigation because they do not provide the same appellate review); see also Sarah Rudolph Cole, \textit{On Babies and Bathwater: The Arbitration Fairness Act and the Supreme Court’s Recent Arbitration Jurisprudence}, 48 \textit{Hous. L. Rev.} 457, 481–91 (2011) (highlighting how recent Supreme Court opinions curtail class action relief).
\item \textsuperscript{75} Glover, supra note 8, at 3052.
\item \textsuperscript{76} Id. at 3054. Professor Glover thus concluded: “In allowing arbitration to expand with so few restraints, we have arguably privatized both the public realm and the substantive law into oblivion.” Id. at 3092. \textit{But see} Andrew Schwartz, \textit{Arbitration and the Contract Exchange}, 29 \textit{Ohio St. J. On Disp. Resol.} 299, 311–14 (2014) (arguing utility of arbitration for exchange-traded contracts).
\item \textsuperscript{78} Gregory A. Litt & Tina Praprotnik, \textit{After Stolt-Nielsen, Circuits Split, but AAA Filings Continue}, MEALEY’S INT’L ARB. REP., July 2012, at 22.
\end{itemize}
that case had filed that case the day before the Stolt-Nielsen ruling.\textsuperscript{79} Indeed, class arbitrations are rare.\textsuperscript{80}

It would not be surprising for businesses to eliminate almost all consumer class actions through use of arbitration clauses and class relief waivers.\textsuperscript{81} Many businesses insist upon these clauses in all of their contracts with their customers, employees, and other businesses.\textsuperscript{82} They surmise that the streamlined processes in arbitration are more efficient than traditional litigation and prefer to eliminate class actions through pre-dispute contractual terms.\textsuperscript{83}

E-contracts in particular have become notorious for incorporating arbitration clauses with class waivers. One recent study analyzed terms of service for the 100 most-visited websites as of October 2013 and found that 30\% contained arbitration clauses.\textsuperscript{84} Sixty-three percent of arbitration clauses were mandatory; the clauses explained only a limited number of the users’ rights, and the average clause appeared near the end of these multi-page click-wrap agreements.\textsuperscript{85} Additionally, 40\% of the clauses did not mention that the user was waiving other remedies, 67\% contained class action waivers, and 70\% did not address how to initiate an arbitration proceeding.\textsuperscript{86}

Consumers’ lack of understanding and comfort with arbitration hinders them from filing arbitration claims when disputes arise.\textsuperscript{87} For example, a CFPB report revealed that none of the millions of Wachovia customers who complained about the bank’s overdraft fees filed an arbitration claim in accordance with the arbitration clause in their contracts.\textsuperscript{88} Instead, most of the customers did nothing.

\textsuperscript{81} Fitzpatrick, supra note 47.
\textsuperscript{82} Id. at 164.
\textsuperscript{83} Id. at 164–74.
\textsuperscript{85} Id. at 114–20.
\textsuperscript{86} Id. at 120–25. Forty percent did not address responsibility for cost, while another 40\% provided that AAA rules govern cost. Id. at 126. However, other researchers have found that consumer arbitration clauses often include features that are favorable for consumers. See Rutledge & Drahozal, supra note 51. These prominent arbitration scholars found in their study of arbitration clauses in 2009–2010 outstanding consumer credit contracts, that nearly 70\% contained small claims carve outs—although 98–99\% also employed class waivers. Id. at 20–45. In addition, they argued that their overall data suggested that arbitration clauses are not more pervasive in B2C contracts than they are in business-to-business (“B2B”) contracts. Id. at 45–55.
\textsuperscript{88} Id.
about their claims. At most, the more proactive consumers will contact a company’s customer service department or post negative reviews on the Internet, but very few will take their grievances beyond this point.

Legal economists may argue that curtailing public legal action is beneficial to the extent that it generates cost savings that companies may pass on to consumers through lower prices and better products and services. Public litigation, however, is often necessary to uncover purchase problems. Furthermore, class actions allow consumers to assert their typically small-dollar claims in an economical manner. The class action mechanism also may allow consumers to act as “private attorney generals” in enforcing consumer protections in cases when regulators lack the resources to bring enforcement actions.

C. Cautions on Class Actions and Other Complaint Processes

Class actions aim to efficiently compensate victims, deter bad conduct, and promote judicial economy. Unfortunately, the limited data available suggests that only a small percentage of claimants actually file claims and receive just compensation from class action settlement funds. Additionally, complex class-certification rules and confusing jurisprudence regarding class procedures have hindered the efficiency and deterrence goals of class actions. In addition, as Professor Braucher noted 30 years ago, multistate class actions are often unrealistic in B2C cases because consumers usually do not perceive their purchase problems in legal terms or report them to a lawyer—suggesting a need for more informal remedy mechanisms better suited for resolving common B2C complaints.

At the same time, conflicts of interest between class attorneys and class members threaten the prospect that class members will actually receive the relief

89. See generally id.
90. Id. at 714.
93. See generally Linda S. Mullenix, Ending Class Actions As We Know Them: Rethinking the American Class Action, 64 Emory L.J. 399, 399–418 (2014).
95. Mullenix, supra note 93, at 399–418.
96. Id. at 418–27 (also explaining how class notices may disclose the total amount received through settlement but provide no information about payment of individual claims).
97. Id. at 419–30.
98. Braucher supra note 3, at 1406 n.3, 1450–60 (“This choice of scope [which excludes “cases involving personal injury or damage to property”] reflects the view that class actions do not provide an easy answer.”).
they deserve.99 Attorney’s fees and litigation costs may deplete class awards and settlements, leaving little to compensate individual claimants.100 Furthermore, attorneys may shy away from cases involving many claimants with small claims because the costs of providing notice and administering claims may exhaust any eventual settlement available to pay the attorneys.101 Moreover, some class attorneys increase these risks of depleted class resources by raising their fees during the litigation process.102

Meanwhile, current informal complaint portals are insufficient purveyors of consumer justice. For example, consumer complaint websites such as Yelp and online portals for filing complaints like the CFPB’s aim to foster public access to remedies and provide information about problems with products and services.103 However, the number of complaint websites and breadth of reviews on any given site can be overwhelming. Consumers struggle to locate reliable information in this morass of complaints and reviews.104 The questionable quality and unmanageable quantity of information online is overwhelming.105 This is especially true in light of the growing prevalence of fake reviews that businesses post under the guise of customer submissions praising the businesses’ products and services.106

Furthermore, review and complaint websites are not real resolution mechanisms. Rather, they simply allow consumers to vent frustrations. Companies often do not provide any response to complaints on social media and may ignore e-mails or send written replies that provide no real assistance—leading consumers to give up pursuit of their complaints.107 One study of the Facebook and Twitter accounts of 34 large U.S. companies found that the companies ignored nearly half
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105. Id. at 346–52 (discussing need for proper sorting, filtering, averaging, ranking and visual graph systems to address information overload, as well as mechanisms aimed to prevent fake reviews).
106. Justin Malbon, Taking Fake Online Consumer Reviews Seriously, 35 J. CONSUMER POL’Y 4 (2013) (also noting that consumers are more likely to trust reviews on established websites like Amazon).
of the complaints consumers submitted. Furthermore, when companies responded, they left consumers dissatisfied in roughly 60% of the cases.

Even the CFPB’s Consumer Complaint Database can be unsatisfying for consumers seeking real remedies. The CFPB’s database covers only consumer financial products like mortgages, loans, bank accounts or services, credit cards, and prepaid cards. Additionally, the database does not purport to resolve complaints. The CFPB’s website states that companies should reply and provide resolutions with respect to consumer complaints, but the website provides no legally enforceable mechanism nor does the Bureau actually follow up on individual complaints.

The CFPB has worked to improve the functionality of the complaint portal by including narratives if consumers consent to share their stories. After
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112. As Richard Cordray notes:

Screened complaints are sent via a secure web portal to the appropriate company. The company reviews the information, communicates with the consumer as needed, and determines what action to take in response. The company then reports to the consumer and the CFPB via the secure company portal, and the [CFPB] invites the consumer to review the response and provide feedback. Consumer Response reviews the feedback consumers provide about company responses, using this information along with other information such as the timeliness of the company’s response, for example, to help prioritize complaints for investigation. Consumers who have submitted complaints with the [CFPB] can log onto the secure consumer portal available on the CFPB’s website or call a toll-free number to receive status updates, provide additional information, and review responses provided to the consumer by the company.
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114. The press release states:
scrubbing personally identifiable information, the CFPB publishes the narratives separately after the company responds, or in the absence of a response, 60 days after the customer submits the narrative. Nonetheless, adding narratives to the CFPB’s complaints database may further frustrate a consumer searching for reliable information about financial services. For example, the CFPB complaint database provides no easy way for consumers to search by company name or find the frequency of complaints by product listing. Even law professors and news reporters have had difficulty using the database.

Real-world consumers need real-world remedies and the current web of arbitration clauses, class action waivers, and uncertain class action rules have left consumers without satisfactory processes for obtaining these remedies. Travel, lost time, and other costs—along with the stresses of in-person interactions and F2F processes—make litigation or F2F arbitration unappealing for most consumers with small claims. In addition, commentators have argued for more robust government action against wrongdoers on behalf of consumers, but it is unclear how much litigation activity would occur and how related costs would be covered. Accordingly, consumers need new means to access remedies on small-dollar claims.

Screened complaints are forwarded via a secure web portal to the appropriate company. The company then has 15 calendar days to provide an initial response and up to 60 calendar days to provide a final response. Companies have the ability within these timeframes to respond administratively to the [CFPB], e.g., responding that no commercial relationship exists between the complaining consumer and the company in question. Typically, the company reviews the complaint, communicates with the consumer as needed, and determines what action to take in response. After the company responds to the consumer and the [CFPB] via the secure company portal, the [CFPB] invites the consumer to review the response and provide feedback. Consumer Response investigations staff individually review some complaints. All complaints are subject to follow-up and further investigation by Consumer Response and other parts of the [CFPB]. However, there is no assurance that the CFPB will follow-up or investigate. Cordray, supra note 110, at 2–3.
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Formalistic contract enforcement and reluctance against substantive consumer protections have contributed to the strict enforcement and consequent proliferation of arbitration clauses in B2C contracts. These clauses are significant because they preclude consumers from bringing light to consumer issues by asserting claims in court. Moreover, a class action waiver generally accompanies these arbitration clauses, which is often the only economically feasible means for seeking relief on small-dollar claims.

II. “Life” Limitations and Business Behaviors that Hinder Consumer Action

Substantive consumer protections and disclosure rules, such as those in Dodd-Frank and other consumer protection laws, assist consumers only to a limited extent. However, such consumer protection measures are often meaningless for the majority of consumers who lack awareness, experience, or the resources necessary to navigate traditional F2F processes for obtaining remedies. Consumers’ inability and inaptitude for pursuing these processes prevents most from pursuing complaints, thereby allowing businesses to escape wrongdoing and privately control the resolution of persistent consumers’ claims. As discussed elsewhere, behavioral propensities and business predilections converge to create a SWS that perpetuates contractual discrimination.

A. Consumers’ Predisposition Against Pro-action

Consumers are predisposed to forego their B2C claims. Individuals are inert by nature, and lack the time and resources to digest long and complex form contracts. Individuals are also prone toward over-optimism, cognitive dissonance, and confirmation bias with respect to their purchases. Accordingly, businesses know that consumers rarely realize their rights because they largely ignore contract terms, especially in e-contracts that require consumers to click a
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link or scroll endlessly through terms.125 This allows businesses to avoid consumer claims and ration remedies to the few sophisticated consumers with resources and sufficient savvy to pursue their claims.126

These tendencies converge to hinder consumers from bringing their claims to the courts, regulators, or third parties such as a local chamber of commerce or the Better Business Bureau (“BBB”).127 Shame, a sense of insufficient power, fear, gratitude, and frustrated resignation can overshadow costs in explaining individuals’ reluctance to assert complaints.128 This is especially true for low- to moderate-income individuals.129 For example, consumers may forego complaints against cellular phone companies due to the companies’ power to determine prices and deny complaints.130 Furthermore, women may be reluctant to assert complaints or pursue their needs due to fear of appearing “pushy.”131 Women also are less likely than men to negotiate or use assertive language when they do pursue negotiations.132 Similarly, research shows that black consumers are less likely than white consumers to complain about their purchases.133 This often results in black consumers receiving fewer deals regardless of education or income.134
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Moreover, the proactive consumers who obtain remedies tend to be of higher incomes and education. For example, one study indicated, "For every 1,000 purchases, households in the highest status category voice complaints concerning 98.9 purchases, while households in the lowest status category voice complaints concerning 60.7 purchases." Consumers in lower socioeconomic status groups generally have fewer resources, expect poor treatment, and are sometimes hindered by limited English proficiency. They also may lack confidence in their ability to obtain remedies if problems arise.

Moreover, consumers may not take action on their claims because they simply do not think of them as a legal issue. Instead, they may focus on social and psychological considerations. Consumers are therefore apt to drop purchase complaints if pursuit requires them to hire an attorney, file a claim in court or with an arbitrator, or attend F2F meetings. Additionally, overly optimistic consumers do not want to believe they made bad purchases andconfirmation bias may lead them to ignore problems in hopes of confirming that they made wise decisions. Businesses also may harness captology, or persuasive technology, to further hinder consumers from asserting complaints.

In addition, F2F processes are usually infeasible simply because individuals lack the time, knowledge, or patience to pursue small-claims court proceedings. For example, the CFPB found in its recent study of cases involving financial institutions that consumers rarely bring actions against the institutions in small-claims court. Rather, statewide data for 14 jurisdictions and countywide
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data from 17 urban areas indicated that it was much more likely for the financial institutions to use small-claims court to pursue collections against the consumers. In searching the small-claims docket for cases involving the 10 largest credit-card issuers, representing 85% of credit-card contracts, the CFPB estimated that consumers sued a credit-card issuer only 870 times in 2012, whereas the credit-card companies brought suit against consumers an estimated 41,303 times.

F2F complaint and claims procedures generally cost too much and take too much time to effectively vindicate small-dollar claims. People busy with work and family obligations are likely to give up pursuit of complaints when companies ignore their initial requests for assistance. Anger may fuel a consumer’s initial e-mail, phone call, or negative online review, but consumers generally do not follow up after receiving no reply or facing long hold times on customer service phone lines. Customer service representatives also may lack authority to provide remedies or make it stressful for consumers to obtain any redress.

B. Business Behaviors Hindering Consumer Action

Businesses consciously or subconsciously capitalize on consumers’ behavioral propensities to deter individuals from pursuing claims and obtaining remedies. As an initial matter, businesses have been curtailing or eliminating telephone assistance. Businesses with current telephone assistance numbers exhaust consumers with long telephone wait times, endless voicemail menus, or rerouting calls to various departments. Businesses may also staff email reply centers with individuals who lack training or the authority to provide meaningful remedies in response to consumers’ complaints.

Reports of declining customer service are rampant. In a 2001 customer service study, researchers found that e-mail complaints garnered a response rate of only 67%, of which only 56% of responses were considered satisfactory. Meanwhile, telephone complaints obtained a 74% response rate, but customers
considered only 48% of the responses satisfactory. Businesses were even less responsive to written complaints. Letters garnered only a 43% response rate, of which only 26% were satisfactory. Similarly, another researcher found that only 60 out of 240 upper-class New York restaurants responded to his complaint letters. This was true “even when [the researcher] threatened [the restaurant] with a bad report to the Better Business Bureau[,] and even when [the restaurants were] threatened with a health condition that could completely close their business.”

Businesses also have been slow to respond to negative online reviews and postings. Businesses should respond effectively to negative electronic word-of-mouth, or “eWOM,” due to its importance in gaining and retaining customer loyalty. However, one study in 2011 revealed a complaint response rate on Twitter of only 33%. Interestingly, companies are even less responsive to complaints voiced on their own corporate sites. Moreover, “full financial or material compensation is hardly ever offered by companies” on their social media sites.

Here, the evidence is scathing. Andreasen (1988) reported that one third of complaints ended with an unsatisfactory resolution. We have not gotten any better over the last thirty years. Kelly, Hoffman and Davis (1993) reported that over one third of retail recovery strategies were unacceptable to customers. Oliver (1997) found it reasonable to conclude that 50% (plus or minus 15%) of all complainers will remain dissatisfied even after receipt of redress from the firm. Broetzmann (2013) found that 56% of complainers felt that the organization did nothing to handle their complaint, up from 50% in 2003.

There is a need for more research on what consumers expect to obtain from posting negative reviews online. Similarly, additional research is needed to explain why businesses only occasionally respond. It may be that customers expect no response and simply seek the satisfaction of airing their grievances.

---
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Nonetheless, consumers must be careful in posting negative reviews. Businesses have become bolder in filing or threatening lawsuits against those who post negative reviews online. In the past five years, merchants have frequently sued customers who post negative reviews on sites such as Angie’s List, Amazon, and Yelp. For example, a hotel and wedding venue in New York maintained a contract policy that allowed the venue to deduct $500 from a customer’s deposit “for every negative review of [the venue] placed on any Internet site by anyone in [the customer’s] party and/or attending [his] wedding or event.” Although the hotel never actually filed a lawsuit, the clause went viral after a wedding guest posted a negative review and the hotel threatened to charge the wedding party.

Similarly, an internet provider sued one of its customers for posting negative reviews on several review sites regarding the speed and price of its service. Although the provider later dropped the claim, the suit caused the customer to suffer considerable costs and angst. In another case, a car repair shop sued a woman in Arizona for posting and refusing to delete a negative review.

---
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Tim Cushing, ISP Sues Former Customer Over Reviews Claiming His Internet Speed Was Less Than A Third Of What Was Advertised, TECHDIRT (July 30, 2014), http://www.techdirt.com/articles/20140730/05412628052/isp-sues-former-customer-over-reviews-claiming-his-internet-speed-was-less-than-third-what-was-advertised.shtml.

of her service experience. Additionally, a Virginia court ordered a woman to pay $750,000 for posting negative reviews about a contractor who performed work on her home. The contractor ultimately collected nothing after a court found that both parties had defamed each other. The case, however, exemplifies the new class of lawsuits against those who post negative reviews online.

Businesses have also sued review websites like Yelp directly. For instance, in 2014, a carpet cleaning company doubted the authenticity of reviews posted on Yelp and filed a lawsuit against it. The company issued a subpoena duces tecum to Yelp to produce documents with information about the authors of the online reviews at issue. After a series of motions and appeals, the circuit court ordered Yelp to produce the documents, and the appeals court found that the plaintiff presented sufficient evidence to show that the statements, if false, may be defamatory in nature. Nonetheless, the Virginia Supreme Court reversed and held that the court lacked power to order Yelp to produce documents identifying the reviewers.

167. Dave Cherry, Company Sues AZ Woman Over Negative Online Review, CBS (Mar. 21, 2013), http://www.cbs5az.com/story/21201698/company-sues-az-woman-over-negative-online-review. The woman posted a review stating that the repair shop did a poor job and refused her phone calls after performing service. The company sued the reviewer for allegedly posting a review that was not truthful, which the reviewer refused to delete. Copies of court records in this matter were not publically available at the time of this draft. See also Josh Smith, Woman Sued Over Online Review: 3 Tips to Avoid a Lawsuit, DAILY FIN. (June 30, 2010), http://www.dailyfinance.com/2010/06/30/woman-sued-over-online-review-3-tips-to-avoid-a-lawsuit; Woman Sued For Slamming Company on Angie’s List, CBS NEWS (June 29, 2010), http://www.cbsnews.com/news/woman-sued-for-slamming-company-on-angies-list/ (discussing another similar lawsuit).
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173. The Virginia Supreme Court ultimately reversed the subpoena order, stating:

[Virginia law did not empower] the circuit court . . . to enforce the non-party subpoena duces tecum directing Yelp to produce documents located in California in connection with Hadeed’s underlying defamation action against the John Doe defendants in the Virginia circuit court. The information sought by Hadeed is stored by Yelp in the usual course of its business on administrative databases within the custody or control of only specified Yelp employees located in San Francisco, and thus, beyond the reach of the circuit court.

To be fair, businesses have a right to bring lawsuits against customers who harm the business’s reputation by posting improper or unfounded complaints. The customer posted complaints stating that she enrolled her puppy in an obedience class at the dog trainer’s school, hoping that the dog would be trained as a therapy dog for sick children and the elderly. She further said that the trainer kept the puppy in an area away from other animals. The dog trainer responded to the customer’s review by offering several solutions, including private sessions, and then refunded the defendant’s payment for the classes. However, the customer continued to post negative reviews even after the dog trainer sent a demand letter asking the customer to delete her false statements. The trainer finally sued seeking damages for defamation and breach of contract.

Most businesses are not so proactive and may ignore consumer complaints, believing that they save money by curtailing customer service and ignoring complaining customers. However, one study suggests that it is roughly five times harder to attract new customers than to retain current ones. This translates into 25–85% higher profits by merely retaining an additional 5% of current customers. Furthermore, satisfied complainers become especially loyal customers, while dissatisfied complainers are prone to share their negative experiences on social media and review sites. Because the success of a company
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largely depends on its reputation, negative social media campaigns can provide a dangerous liability for corporations and a successful alternative to litigation for consumers. However, the overall lack of pressure on businesses from consumers and businesses’ focus on cost-savings may explain why businesses generally ignore the majority of customer complaints.

C. Market Failures and Information Frailties

As noted above, online complaint websites and regulatory actions should help spread information about purchase problems, and thus assist market regulation. However, budget limitations have hindered regulators’ capacity to bring enforcement actions. Furthermore, the largely unregulated and unwieldy morass of online complaint portals has created “noise” that drowns out any “informed minority.” Market theorists propose that an informed minority of individuals could inform the masses about purchase problems, which would in turn prompt consumers to pressure businesses to improve their practices or face lawsuits, negative publicity, and lost customers. The problem is that it is tough to have an informed minority when consumers cannot identify who and what to believe online due to the maze of not only more mainstream review sites, such as Yelp, but also individualized gripe sites, such as homedepotsucks.com and u-hell.

Meanwhile, studies continue to cast doubt on the existence of a true informed minority. Researchers who studied consumers’ internet-browsing behavior on 66 online software companies’ websites found that only 1 or 2 out of 1,000 shoppers on these sites even accessed the companies’ standard form contracts. Furthermore, the shoppers rarely investigated products, or terms and
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conditions of their purchases. Moreover, consumers are especially unlikely to investigate remedy terms related to smaller purchases. It is therefore unsurprising that they also forego bringing claims. For example, one European study found that only 7% of consumer cases ended with a resolution in court or an alternative proceeding, while 45% of launched complaints ended without resolution.

As noted above, such foregone consumer complaints generally leave companies free to ration remedies by assisting only the best-informed and most persistent consumers who artfully submit complaints. These consumers then have little to no incentive to expend additional time and resources to alert the majority about available remedies. Moreover, consumers are especially prone to keep quiet about the remedies they obtain when they know companies will cut back assistance to persistent individuals like them if the companies have to provide the same assistance for everyone else.

Merchants also may escape the responsibility to provide consumers with quality products by severely limiting warranties or making them practically useless. For example, a manufacturer’s warranty for a roughly $12.50 curling iron states a “Limited 24-Month Warranty” covers “defects in material or workmanship.” However, the warranty limits the consumer’s remedy after 30 days to a “replacement” process that requires the purchaser to send back the defective curling iron, postage prepaid, along with an additional $6, and proof of purchase. This means that the consumer would essentially have to pay for two curling irons to enjoy one working iron—making the remedy uneconomical. However, the manufacturer may at least cover the $6 to send a replacement product to the rare squeaky wheel consumer who is persistent in seeking a remedy.
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These business practices may allow discriminatory treatment. Differential pricing is not new, but a recent government report highlighted how it has become even more common with the growth of Big Data.\textsuperscript{200} Businesses now gather large volumes of data regarding consumers and their behavior and use it to make predictions about individual customers.\textsuperscript{201} Smartphones and other technological platforms have allowed businesses to collect not only basic income, debt, and demographic information, but also individuals’ locations, search histories, browsing habits, “likes,” songs and videos, retail purchase histories, online reviews, and blog posts.\textsuperscript{202} This allows businesses to gather and aggregate information for targeted advertising, steering, and personalized pricing.\textsuperscript{203}

This fuels efficient marketing for businesses, and benefits consumers who are happy to trade their privacy for what they see as good deals. Indeed, the most highly valued consumers may happily reap the best deals and assistance. However, they may not fully comprehend their loss of privacy.\textsuperscript{204} Additionally, this use of data analytics leads to lesser deals and product degradation such as versioning for those who already have lower income and status.\textsuperscript{205} Furthermore, businesses often implement versioning and price differentials through opaque terms that disproportionately harm unsophisticated buyers.\textsuperscript{206} I have therefore questioned how such data practices have augmented the divide between consumer “haves” and “have-nots.”\textsuperscript{207}

Furthermore, conscious or subconscious biases in F2F dealings may lead company representatives to offer the least advantageous prices to racial minorities.\textsuperscript{208} For example, in December 2013, the CFPB and the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) found that more than 12,000 car dealerships that participated in Ally Financial’s indirect financing program charged higher interest rates to approximately 235,000 African-American, Hispanic, and Asian/Pacific Islander but this Author would still be responsible for costs to ship the curling iron from Colorado to Texas.
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borrowers than they charged to non-Hispanic white borrowers with similar financial profiles. Customer service associates’ conscious and subconscious biases also may affect how they treat women and other identifiable groups. In addition, consumers may perpetuate their own low-power status by assuming that customer service representatives will unfairly brush them aside.

Consumers’ and companies’ behaviors and predilections combine to hinder consumers from obtaining remedies on their B2C claims, thereby impeding market fairness regulation and allowing arguable contractual discrimination to persist. Individuals are typically inert, and lack the legal understanding and resources to pursue their claims. The costs of pursuing claims also impede consumers in obtaining remedies. Furthermore, businesses have curbed customer service and may ration remedies to the most persistent, sophisticated, and highly valued customers. This combines with data analytics to result in consumers receiving different deals and assistance based on status, income, and other improper data points. Accordingly, more accessible and low-cost remedy processes are essential to assist consumers in obtaining real remedies on typical B2C claims.

III. SUBSTANTIVE REFORMS AIMED TO MAKE REMEDIES REAL

Professor Braucher highlighted “law in action” and the need for substantive reforms to make consumer protections real for common consumers. Professor Braucher noted the CFPB’s attention to the substance of consumer contracts and she considered how businesses exploited consumers with abusive practices and bad crediting tactics. She therefore suggested that tort- and contract-based solutions are insufficient to combat lenders’ “sweatbox model” that profits from luring customers with low initial rates and then “cranking up the heat on ‘sweaters’ by charging late payment fees and penalty rates, reaping profits before they eventually default.” Building on Professor Braucher’s call for real solutions, this Article suggests substantive changes in consumer dispute resolution processes through development of ODR. These ODR processes will address a different sort of “sweatbox”—a model that businesses will use to push consumers
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to drop complaints instead of “sweating it out” to obtain remedies regarding their claims. This Article also builds on Professor Braucher’s depiction of the “cowboy contract” in proposing ideas for ODR fairness standards aimed to inspire the same sort of trust and sense of responsibility as the handshake of yore.218

A. ODR Attributes

Various substantive reforms may assist consumers in obtaining remedies on their small-dollar B2C purchases. Some ideas include increased penalty damages and collection of attorney’s fees, as well as rules that make harmful business practices unlawful. However, this Article focuses on need for cheap, convenient, and efficient processes for actually obtaining relief on small-dollar B2C claims. Specifically, it focuses on the development of ODR processes because they use technology to provide an accessible and low-cost complaint mechanism, and on review websites that provide real remedies.

ODR processes go beyond merely providing portals for consumers to post complaints. They use online processes to end disputes without need for the travel, stress, inconveniences, and other costs of traditional F2F or telephonic dispute resolution measures.219 ODR systems may utilize automated negotiation processes, as well as online mediation and arbitration, aimed to end disputes and resolve complaints.220 These systems are generally user-friendly because they allow consumers to quickly fill out standard forms and upload related documents to obtain timely resolutions. They also may use real-time and asynchronous communications for maximum convenience and efficiency.221

ODR systems are distinct from the traditional F2F processes for asserting consumer disputes in the United States in that they are not necessarily legal in nature. The American system for resolving disputes is largely legal, even for consumer complaints.222 As one scholar notes, “If Americans do not go to law, they face relatively few alternative means of remedy, and the availability of any alternatives depends largely upon where they live.” However, most consumers do not perceive purchase problems as legal matters. Rather, consumers simply
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want easy access to assistance without needing to consult lawyers or courts. ODR would therefore provide this sort of remedy process.

Much of ODR’s popularity in Europe and elsewhere stems from its speed and low cost. These systems are more convenient and cost-efficient than F2F dispute resolution processes because they eliminate travel costs and diminish the need for legal assistance. Furthermore, ODR is expanding globally and gaining international acceptance due to its ability to transcend borders and escape the legal constraints of other processes for the resolution of international disputes.

At the same time, as noted above, companies are shrinking or eliminating telephone or F2F customer service, while increasingly suggesting that consumers should reach them online by e-mail or live chat to obtain redress. Consumers also are moving their complaints online to social media, as well as review and complaint portals, as mentioned above. Again, however, it has become nearly impossible to navigate the largely unmonitored review and complaint websites, and even government complaint portals do not promise any resolution of consumer disputes. ODR would thus build on the ease of online access to include an end game for consumers who do not receive adequate assistance through these less formal processes.

Asynchronous communications and translation programs also give ODR the advantage of allowing for multilingual processes involving parties from other countries and cultures. Added due process guidelines also could enhance the fairness of these processes by imposing accreditation rules for systems designers.

---
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229. See Einwiller & Steilen, supra note 108, at 195–98 (noting the trend toward posting complaints online, including “any positive or negative statement made by customers and other stakeholders about the organization, or one of its products or services via the internet”).
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and the neutrals who may facilitate online mediations and arbitrations. Furthermore, companies that provide for such user-friendly ODR could post a “trust mark” on their websites. For example, the BBB provides an online complaint resolution mechanism that has gained credibility from consumers, industry, and government in part due to its connection with the BBB’s recognizable “trust mark” or seal.

Online case management also benefits businesses by enabling them to prioritize cases and respond en masse to certain issues, thereby significantly improving communication efficiencies. It also helps businesses avoid costly consumer class claims and government enforcement actions. By addressing consumer complaints quickly, businesses also may hinder consumers from spreading negative publicity on social media. At the same time, ODR allows businesses to efficiently gather information to improve their products and service—thus enhancing customer loyalty and gaining new customers along the way.

That said, online communications do come with dangers. Some commentators warn that the anonymity of computer-mediation communication allows for “cyber bullying” and use of abusive or combative language one would not feel comfortable using in person or on the phone. CMC also may diminish empathy and create misinterpretations in online negotiations. However, individuals have become increasingly adept at expressing themselves through standardized textual cues and emotive characters. CMC has become less sterile as individuals have developed means for virtually building rapport over the Internet.

Furthermore, the relative anonymity and comfort of communicating through a computer or smartphone may ease some of the social and power


235. Id. (discussing dehumanizing impacts of the Internet). For example, “LOL” can be interpreted as “lots of love” or “lots of laughs,” which could make for awkward interactions if used in reply to news that a friend’s loved one passed away.

236. Jan Hoffman, Poisoned Web: Online Bullies Pull Schools into the Fray, N.Y. TIMES, June 28, 2010, at A1 (“It’s easier to fight online, because you feel more brave and in control.”)


pressures of F2F communications. This is especially true for consumers who fear stereotypes or biases. For example, a woman with a strong Hispanic accent may worry that customer service representatives will not understand her and ignore her complaints over the telephone. In addition, some individuals are less adversarial online than in-person when the asynchronous nature gives them time to digest thoughts and dissipate anger before replying. Individuals also may be more cautious in composing e-mails due to awareness that their messages are easily retrievable.

In sum, most consumers know that the Internet can be effective for researching purchases and sharing information about products and services. Ideally, however, these sites also would link consumers with means for obtaining remedies through formalized ODR, such as online mediation, arbitration, and negotiation. There also should be a central ODR portal with companies’ ODR policies, which could link to a nonprofit institution like the BBB or to a regulator like the CFPB. Full exploration of precisely how the ODR systems would work and its applicable guidelines are beyond the scope of this Article. However, these are initial ideas to advance the possibilities for expanding consumer justice through ODR.

B. ODR Examples

ODR systems already exist, and their use is growing as companies, consumers, and policymakers embrace their efficiencies and other attributes. For
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example, the retail website eBay has been at the forefront in providing ODR free of charge for its consumers. The eBay “Money Back Guarantee” which applies when a buyer does not receive an item or the item is not as promised, gives the buyer the right to file an online complaint within 30 days after the latest estimated delivery date. The seller then has three business days to respond in the “Resolution Center.” If the seller does not respond or provide an adequate remedy, the buyer may ask eBay to assign an ODR neutral to consider the facts and make a determination. If necessary, eBay may enforce ODR determinations via PayPal, eBay’s payment system provider, by setting aside a seller’s funds.

EBay also provides an “Unpaid Item Policy,” which allows sellers to submit claims through the online Resolution Center against buyers who do not pay for purchased items within two days. If a buyer fails to provide proof of payment or a valid reason for not paying, eBay may grant the seller a final value fee credit and refund the fee for the relisting of the item.

Similarly, eBay provides a “Verified Rights Owner Program” (“VeRO”) that allows intellectual property rights holders to submit a “Notice of Claimed Infringement” online with respect to items sold on eBay. Such Notice prompts eBay to remove an item listing that arguably infringes intellectual property rights. The seller then may file a counter notice to have the item reinstated in ten days unless the holder of the intellectual property rights informs eBay that it is seeking a court order to restrain the relisting of the item in accordance with the Digital Millennium Copyright Act.

At the same time, eBay recognizes the importance of reviews posted on its site for sellers’ businesses. Accordingly, under eBay’s “Independent Feedback Review” policy, a seller may challenge a review posting within 30 days after its posting. EBay will then have an impartial third-party reviewer from a
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professional dispute resolution service examine the challenged posting and
determine whether to affirm, withdraw, or take no action regarding the review.\textsuperscript{258}  
Additionally, under eBay’s “Vehicle Purchase Protection” program, eBay offers
up to $50,000 to cover payment for a vehicle that is not as promised or received by
the customer.\textsuperscript{259}

Despite these ODR programs, however, eBay also has a binding
arbitration clause in its user agreement.\textsuperscript{260} Consequently, if parties cannot resolve
their disputes online, their only recourse is to initiate binding F2F arbitration.\textsuperscript{261}
The only way for an eBay user to avoid this arbitration policy and retain the right
to judicial action is for the user to file an opt-out form with eBay within 30 days
after the date of accepting eBay’s user agreement.\textsuperscript{262} Arbitration therefore is the
default for practical purposes, considering that next to no consumers will be
sufficiently proactive to file the opt-out form in that time frame.

PayPal has a nearly identical arbitration policy. However, it also offers
free ODR programs similar to eBay’s, which generally make arbitration
unnecessary. For example, PayPal offers ODR for claims related to items not
received and for items significantly not as described.\textsuperscript{263} The PayPal policy allows
parties to first attempt to settle their disputes through PayPal’s online “Resolution
Center,” and then to escalate unresolvable disputes for determination by a third-
party neutral.\textsuperscript{264} The ODR neutral will then determine refund eligibility and
administer any necessary consequences to the losing party.\textsuperscript{265}

Additionally, PayPal protects sellers from claims, chargebacks, or
reversals based on unauthorized transactions or items not received.\textsuperscript{266} Under this
policy, sellers may submit a notification to PayPal regarding the unauthorized
transactions or other errors.\textsuperscript{267} PayPal will then investigate and issue a
determination. Depending on its findings, PayPal may credit the seller’s account
for the suspected error.\textsuperscript{268} Nonetheless, any resolution sought through PayPal
precludes a purchaser’s ability to contact a credit card company for chargeback


\textsuperscript{259}. If the buyer cannot resolve the issue with the seller, the buyer must request reimbursement no later than 45 days after the listing end date. An independent service provider (the “VPP Administrator”) unaffiliated with eBay administers this program. Vehicle Purchase Protection, eBay, http://pages.motors.ebay.com/buy/purchase-protection/ (last visited Jan. 15, 2016).
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This essentially precludes a buyer from “double-dipping” and obtaining the same remedy twice.

PayPal’s and eBay’s ODR programs have garnered customer support because these programs allow customers to efficiently obtain remedies without the costs and hassles of traditional claims processes. Nonetheless, other websites also have ODR policies for limited types of claims, but they often go unused due to their limitations and ambiguous terms. For example, Facebook’s terms of service seem to indicate that users’ only alternative is to submit all claims to litigation in California courts.270 However, a closer reading of the terms reveals that Facebook does offer an ODR mechanism through TRUSTe, an internet privacy management service, for resolution of certain privacy disputes.271

Through TRUSTe’s ODR program, Facebook customers can submit privacy-specific complaints, subject to important exceptions for any complaint that “seeks only monetary damages,” “alleges fraud or other violations of statutory or regulatory law,” or “has been resolved under a previous court action, arbitration, or other form of dispute resolution.”272 Any determinations on the privacy claims through this ODR program do not bar an individual’s right to seek other legal action.273 However, parties must comply with TRUSTe’s determination or face removal from the TRUSTe program and possibly enforcement action by an appropriate law-enforcement body.274

---
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Based upon the facts of a particular complaint, TRUSTe may do any or all of the following: require the Client to either correct or modify personally identifiable information, or change user preferences; require the Client to change its privacy statement or privacy practice; require the Client to submit to a third-party audit of its privacy practices to ensure both the validity of its privacy statement and that it has implemented the corrective action that TRUSTe required.

Id. If TRUSTe makes a determination on the issue, then it can require the party deemed to have violated privacy rights to take corrective actions. If that party does not comply,
A global view nonetheless suggests that ODR is the wave of the future. Merchants outside of the United States have embraced ODR, especially due to its ability to transcend borders and jurisdictional tensions. For example, the large online retailer Alibaba uses an ODR mechanism for resolution of buyer and seller disputes. Under the program, either party may submit a complaint to Alibaba, and if parties do not resolve it within ten days, then the parties may refer the dispute to Alibaba’s online “Dispute Resolution Team.” Alibaba will then make a determination based on evidence provided by both parties. Penalties for noncompliance with determinations can be severe. Alibaba may terminate parties from the site if they fail to abide by determinations on claims over $300, and for claims of less than $300, Alibaba publishes a complaint case record on the recalcitrant party’s page on Alibaba.com for 90 days.

C. ODR Crafted to Overcome Obstacles

Given the benefits of ODR, it seems surprising that it has not become the norm for resolving consumers’ B2C disputes. Developing ODR systems, however, comes with challenges and costs, and any use of technology can be problematic due to system glitches and security hazards. Creating and maintaining robust

---

TRUSTe may refer the matter to an appropriate government agency, remove it from the TRUSTe program, and/or sue the party for breach of its License Agreement with TRUSTe. Dispute Resolution FAQ’s: What Remedies Are Available to Me as a Complainant?, TRUSTe, https://www.truste.com/consumer-resources/dispute-resolution/dispute-resolution-faqs/ (last visited July 23, 2015).
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279. For example, one consumer shared his frustrations with eBay’s ODR process:

On March 7, 2015, I ordered a power window regulator for my 1977 Mercedes from an outfit down in Tampa, Florida. I attempted to install it the following weekend only to find that they sent me the wrong item. I emailed the vendor with a picture on March 18 describing the issue and kindly asking them to send me the correct item. They did not respond. On March 19, I initiated a return with eBay. eBay’s return policy asks customers to wait for a response for five days before ‘ask[ing] us to step in and help.’ so I waited five days. The next step requires the customer to ship the item back to the vendor (at cost to the consumer, which was about $20), which I did, and submit the shipping tracking number to eBay. The problem came at this step. I had the USPS tracking number but every time I entered it on eBay, I received the same message saying, ‘Invalid parameter input.’ I tried the shipping number with spaces, without spaces, etc. Finally I had to call eBay’s customer service number, which is almost impossible to find, and I gave the tracking number to the customer service representative over the phone. I finally received my refund of $79.99 on March 31.
and fair ODR systems is not entirely free. Moreover, consumers and companies are slow to embrace change, and emerging algorithmic and other ODR techniques raise new ethical dilemmas for dispute resolution designers, providers, and practitioners.

1. No Truly Free Ride

ODR provides clear cost and efficiency benefits, but is not entirely “free” with respect to its development and maintenance, or the time required to understand and utilize the process. Adopting sound ODR systems requires businesses and ODR developers to invest time and money in creating and maintaining these systems. For example, companies seeking to adopt ODR programs must hire design professionals and outside providers to create and implement programs geared for their businesses.280 This is an investment and it may take time before companies see the positive returns on their ODR systems. For example, eBay did not immediately see the financial benefits of its investment in ODR; it had to trust that the investment would pay off—easier said than done.281

Some companies also may increase prices, lower product quality, or otherwise pass on any costs of the ODR systems. They may even use ODR systems to further ration remedies. For example, a company that once allowed for automatic returns based on a “customer is always right” mentality may use an ODR procedure to filter attempted returns to assure their legitimacy. That may anger those consumers who are unable to make returns, but it could benefit consumers more broadly by curbing costs of fraudulent returns. Instead of the squeakiest wheels getting what they want by leveraging their power, the most deserving consumers would have added access to remedies on their proper complaints.

The costs of creating an ODR process also may seem wasted in certain cases. There has been considerable backlash against pre-dispute clauses that preclude litigation in consumer contracts, as a recent CFPB report indicates.282 Businesses may therefore opt to create nonbinding ODR systems. This means that companies could continue to pay the costs associated with class actions or other final resolution processes when nonbinding ODR does not succeed in ending a dispute. Furthermore, they will still need to shoulder costs of staffing customer service call centers—at least while they aim to transition to use of an efficient ODR process. However, as noted earlier, development of such ODR systems will ultimately benefit businesses by garnering goodwill and building solid customer bases.

---
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2. Changing a Norm and Addressing the Digital Divide

Again, individuals are inert and slow to adopt new behaviors. This is especially true when it requires people to learn something new. Consider the last time you drove a new route to work or learned a new language. The urge to cling to the familiar is even stronger when it comes to what we consider “justice.” The reigning business strategy regarding consumer claims has been to clamp down class actions and halt complaints from reaching the public eye. This has led to the use of arbitration clauses and reduced consumer access to remedies, as noted above.283

Businesses, nonetheless, aim to garner customer loyalty and fend off government enforcement actions and fines. As noted, businesses build goodwill by providing customer assistance. Furthermore, regulators such as the CFPB and Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) have stepped up enforcement actions against businesses that defy consumer protection laws and fail to provide consumers with relief regarding B2C dealings.284 It is, therefore, wise for businesses to invest in development and implementation of ODR systems built to provide better customer assistance. As mentioned above, most consumers do not conceive of their purchase problems in legal terms; they simply want assistance.285

Nonetheless, new ODR systems must be transparent and fair to attract consumers and convince them of ODR’s efficacy. Consumers also may resist ODR systems out of fear that businesses have an advantage in any processes that they create and in which they act as repeat players. In addition, new technologies involved in ODR systems may intimidate consumers, especially seniors and other groups that did not grow up using computers, cell phones, and other similar technologies.286

It is therefore important to ensure neutrality of ODR programs and educate consumers on the ODR programs. This will require ODR providers, government regulators, and companies that implement ODR to collaborate in spreading the word about ODR and providing user-friendly tutorials. To date, lack of consumer awareness and understanding regarding ODR has stymied public support.287 For example, ODR initiatives, such as the Virtual Magistrate Project or the Online Mediation Project were unable to survive due to a general lack of public awareness.288 It is therefore essential to provide clear and straightforward
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information about ODR. \footnote{289}{Id. (noting how lack of awareness hindered eBay’s success of a pilot ODR project using voluntary online mediation through the “Online Ombuds Office”).}

ODR reforms also must account for the “digital divide” in terms of consumers’ differential access to the Internet. Despite an increase in the number of individuals and households who have internet access, the digital divide persists based primarily on educational attainment, age, and household income. \footnote{290}{THOM FILE, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, COMPUTER AND INTERNET USE IN THE UNITED STATES 4 (2013), https://www.census.gov/prod/2013pubs/p20-569.pdf.}

Smartphone use has offered an alternative means to access and has helped narrow the divide, especially with respect to race and ethnicity. \footnote{291}{KATHRYN ZICKUHR & AARON SMITH, PEW RESEARCH CTR., HOME BROADBAND 2013, at 4-5 (2013), http://www.pewinternet.org/files/old-media//Files/Reports/2013/PIP_Broadband%202013_082613.pdf.}

Nonetheless, age and educational attainment still create a noticeable divide among smartphone users, and access to data usage depends on economic means. \footnote{292}{Id.}

For example, the Pew Research Center (“PRC”) found, in its 2013 study of broadband use, that approximately 70% of adults had a high-speed broadband connection to the Internet, while 3% had a home dial-up connection. \footnote{293}{Id. at 2.}

Home broadband use broke down as follows: \footnote{294}{Id. at 2–3.}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race/Ethnicity</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White, Non-Hispanic</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black, Non-Hispanic</td>
<td>64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18–29</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–49</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–64</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65+</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education Attainment</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No high school diploma</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school grad</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College +</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Household Annual Income</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than $30,000</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$30,000–49,999</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50,000–74,999</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$75,000 +</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, the PRC also found that smartphone usage has created new means for accessing the Internet, especially for minority groups and those with lower economic means. For example, 10% of Americans do not have home broadband internet access, but they do own a smartphone. Smartphones also virtually eliminate the digital divide among races and ethnicities, with 80% of “White, Non-Hispanic,” 79% of “Black, Non-Hispanic,” and 75% of “Hispanic” having some internet access through home broadband or a smartphone. Still, smartphones widen the digital divide between 18–29 year olds and those who are over age 65 (increasing from a gap of 37 percentage points in home broadband access to 49 percentage points when taking smartphones into account).

Furthermore, although smartphones have increased their utility with the advent of new technologies, they may not be as usable as a computer with a home internet connection—i.e., uploading and editing documents, and costs of data usage under smartphone plans may hinder access for those of lower economic means.

It is expected that the digital divide will continue to shrink. The U.S. Census Bureau noted how quickly individuals have gained access to the Internet in its 2011 study tracking internet use over time. It found that in 1984 only 8.2% of American adults had a computer, while that number rose to 75.6% in 2011. Additionally, only 18.0% of Americans had access to the Internet in 1997 compared with 71.7% in 2011. However, the study also acknowledged that a digital divide exists based on race and ethnicity.
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The Census Bureau’s findings mirrored those of the PRC; finding that smartphone usage helped to somewhat narrow the digital divide based on race and ethnicity. 304

Still, the Census Bureau reported differential access based on age (18–34 = 82% versus 65+ = 45.5%), income (less than $25,000 = 49.8%, $25,000–$49,999 = 63.7%, and $100,000+ = ~86%), and educational attainment (less than high school graduate = 31.5%; high school graduate or GED = 58.7%; some college or associate’s degree = 80.7%; bachelor’s degree or higher = 90.0%). 305 Furthermore, the Census Bureau noted that the Southeastern and Northeastern parts of the United States experienced smartphone usage below the national average, while most states west of the Mississippi enjoyed usage rates at or higher than the national average. 306 Notably, the technological devices used in ODR processes, such as computers, smart phones, and tablets come with costs, as do telecommunications services for home and cellular devices. This means that many consumers, especially those in vulnerable populations, may continue to feel disempowered in the digital age.

304. Id. at 10–12.
305. Id. at 4–5. With respect to smartphones, the Census Bureau found usage as follows: white, non-Hispanic alone: 48.6%; black alone: 47.3%; Asian alone: 51.6%; Hispanic: 45.4%. Id. at 11 tbl.5. When taking into account either smartphone or internet users, the Census Bureau found internet usage rates as follows: white, non-Hispanic alone: 79.2%; black alone: 67.9%; Asian alone: 83.0%; Hispanic: 65.5% (changing the gap from 27 percentage points among Asian and Hispanic internet users, to 18 percentage points when accounting for smartphones). Id.
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Accordingly, policymakers and businesses must consider ways to expand free or low-cost internet access.\textsuperscript{307} They also would be wise to adopt educational access programs to assist those over age 65 and those with lower education. Most consumers will need to invest some time and resources in gathering information about new ODR processes. Furthermore, using ODR will be more difficult for those who are uncomfortable with online processes and grew up in a society that relied on F2F discussions and “cowboy contract” handshakes to ensure the quality of their deals.\textsuperscript{308}

Nonetheless, seniors are becoming more internet savvy, and there are programs aimed at providing internet assistance and access. For example, the City of Lafayette Senior Center in Colorado offers free computer classes, clinics, and labs.\textsuperscript{309} Such facilities could provide ODR tutorials and “ODR stations” set up with computers. These ODR stations could also be at libraries and other public buildings with assistants to walk individuals through the process. Businesses that use ODR also could provide assistance for consumers, and cover related costs with savings from cutbacks on other means of customer support. They also may happily cover the costs due to gains they will enjoy from boosting goodwill. Public assistance and donations could defray any additional costs and would be worth the investment to help fill the gap left by the digital divide and expand access to remedies for consumers regardless of wealth, education, or other status.

Of course, some consumers may remain silent about their claims regardless of the remedy processes available. Psychological and behavioral barriers to pursuing remedies may continue to hinder some consumers from complaining, and others may remain unwilling to learn about or use new ODR systems. That does not mean, however, that policymakers and businesses should abandon reform ideas. Expanded access to consumer justice is worth the investment in making a change.

3. Privacy Perils

Consumers also may distrust that the information they convey through an ODR process will remain private. As noted above, there is growing concern with Big Data companies’ intrusion into our privacy.\textsuperscript{310} Consumer trust in the Internet is declining amidst stories of rampant hacking scandals. Policymakers have also become increasingly concerned with the usage of consumer information to provide

\textsuperscript{307} See, e.g., Rebecca R. Ruiz, \textit{F.C.C. Chief Seeks Broadband Plan to Aid the Poor}, N.Y. \textsc{Times}, May 28, 2015, at A1 (discussing plan to expand access to the Internet for the poor).

\textsuperscript{308} See Braucher, supra note 218, at 191–98 (discussing “cowboy contracts” sealed by a handshake).

\textsuperscript{309} {\textit{Adult Programs - Technology Classes Fall 2015, City of Lafayette, Colo.}}, http://www.cityoflafayette.com/DocumentCenter/View/7054 (last visited Feb. 29, 2016) (discussing the various classes and computer labs, including classes on using Google, smartphones, etc.).

\textsuperscript{310} See supra notes 164–71 and accompanying text (discussing dangers of Big Data and its allowance for differential treatment of consumers with respect to pricing and remedies).
consumers with different deals depending on data brokers’ assessment of an individual’s value as a potential or current customer.311

Full discussion of data privacy is an expansive issue beyond the scope of this Article.312 However, it is important in the ODR context to address consumers’ fear that the information they submit in an ODR process will not remain secure. For example, a consumer may fear that any documents that they submit online could reach the wrong hands—such as fraudsters mining the Internet for personal financial data. Consumers also may worry that businesses may retaliate against them for filing an ODR claim by dropping or avoiding them as a customer.

Fair use of data and data privacy are concerns with any website or online system. Forty-seven percent of respondents in a recent survey said they were concerned with companies tracking their behavior online.313 “Consumer data companies are scooping up huge amounts of consumer information” and “selling it, providing marketers details about whether you’re pregnant or divorced or trying to lose weight, about how rich you are and what kinds of cars you drive.”314 Data brokers track online purchases, use of store loyalty cards, how long one lingers on a website, online searching histories, family information, and even postings on social sites such as Facebook.315 It is thus unsurprising that consumers are 74% more concerned with their online privacy than they were a year ago.316

However, ODR systems designers already have begun developing robust means for protecting privacy and encrypting data.317 For example, Modria, a leading ODR provider, uses sophisticated encryption and other data safety mechanisms to ensure the safety of its services.318 In fact, such websites are generally safer than most B2C sites, especially those that unabashedly collect and sell user data.319 There is, therefore, no reason to fear provision of information

312. For a discussion of data brokers’ practices and suggestions of privacy regulations addressing problems associated with those practices, see Schmitz, Secret Consumer, supra note 17, at 1411-73.
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through ODR platforms to any degree greater than that of using the Internet generally.

Furthermore, consumers may not be as concerned with provision of information over the Internet if the end goal is to obtain a remedy. “Few people make the effort to read [privacy policies]. Similarly, empirical evidence suggests that consumers do not fully understand the meaning of privacy seals.”320 Instead, studies have indicated that most people are willing to put aside privacy concerns and provide personal information for even small rewards.321

That said, transparency is of paramount importance in challenging the F2F norm for claims resolution. Individuals using ODR services must trust that the ODR platforms protect their privacy. Users also must feel that the ODR services use decision-making processes that consider their views. For example, some consumers may not trust an algorithmic ODR mechanism that feels like simple number swapping. That is why ODR processes that spit out settlements based on algorithms using data on similar claims are not necessarily just in all cases or for all parties.322 It is therefore essential to build ODR systems for particular contexts in consideration of due-process standards.

4. Evolving Ethical Dilemmas

The importance of ODR due-process standards coincides with the need for specialized ethics rules to address the new and evolving dilemmas ODR creates for systems designers, providers, and third-party neutrals. Some commentators argue that ODR providers will focus on speed to the detriment of due process.323 They also worry that private ODR providers will favor the businesses that hire them and pay the bill for their services.324 Furthermore, even if providers are not in fact biased, consumers may nonetheless remain skeptical that the businesses are repeat players who have mastered use of the ODR systems for their benefit.

Related concerns have led to more public ODR regulations and programs outside of the United States. For example, the European Union adopted a Directive on Alternative Dispute Resolution for Consumer Disputes325 and a Regulation on Online Dispute Resolution for Consumer Disputes,326 which work in tandem to require member states to implement ODR systems for resolving consumer claims. Furthermore, the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law is
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currently advancing guidelines on ODR for cross-border e-commerce through its Working Group III on Online Dispute Resolution.327

However, ODR has remained private in the United States, and the private ODR providers, such as Modria, should play a pivotal role in creating robust ODR systems in the United States.328 Private ODR providers have the necessary expertise and already lead the way in creating safe and fair ODR systems. Unlike the government, these private companies have the necessary tools to efficiently and effectively build ODR frameworks, which ultimately benefits all taxpayers. Nonetheless, these private entities must work in collaboration with government regulators and other public entities to ensure system fairness. This should include implementation of rules for independent review and accreditation of ODR programs, which again could be linked with a government-backed trustmark.329

Furthermore, ODR practitioners (including lawyers and nonlawyers, and ranging from advisors to mediators and arbitrators) who utilize CMC should create and follow ethical standards that account for technology with regard to confidentiality, impartiality, competence, and quality of process.330 ODR designers also must consider how technology allows for outside parties to essentially “spy” on an ODR process through compromised e-mails, cloud computing platforms, and penetrable chat rooms.331 Practitioners must understand these confidentiality risks and communicate those risks to clients.332 As noted above, ODR systems designers also must remain vigilant in creating robust security measures to prevent data security breaches during the process.333


329. ODR providers are already learning the importance of creating just and legitimate systems. They know that government regulators may shut them down if they favor the companies that hire them. The National Arbitration Forum (“NAF”) shutdown with respect to F2F consumer arbitration provides a cautionary tale. This arbitration provider halted its consumer arbitration services pursuant to a settlement of a lawsuit the Minnesota Attorney General filed against NAF for consumer fraud, deceptive trade practices, and false advertising. See Robert Berner, Big Arbitration Firm Pulls Out of Credit Card Business, BUSINESSWEEK (July 19, 2009), http://www.businessweek.com/investing/wall_street_news_blog/archives/2009/07/big_arbitration.html (discussing the lawsuit against NAF and the large impact this will have on credit card and other consumer arbitrations NAF has administered in the past).
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Additionally, the neutrals facilitating or deciding ODR cases must be forthright with clients in explaining the pros and cons of ODR and ensuring parties’ right to self-determination. They should be vigilant in ensuring that all parties have an adequate opportunity to participate in the process and that parties can make free, voluntary, and informed choices surrounding the procedures and outcome.\(^{334}\) This should be true in F2F dispute resolution as well, but may be more of a concern in ODR because there will be more nonlawyers involved in deciding or facilitating ODR disputes.\(^{335}\) ODR facilitators also must be more careful than F2F dispute resolution neutrals to remain focused on cases submitted online. It is easier to be distracted by email and outside surroundings while facilitating a case behind the comfort of one’s computer than facing the disputing parties in a conference room.

Standards also must clarify when ODR neutrals should withdraw from an online case for ethical reasons. Ethics rules usually require a third-party neutral in dispute resolution to withdraw from a case when actual bias or the appearance of bias threatens to undermine the integrity of the process.\(^{336}\) This is easier to determine in a typical F2F process because neutrals generally have sufficient facts about parties’ identities and time to investigate possible conflicts of interest and disclose those conflicts at the outset of a process. For example, arbitrators must determine and disclose all conflicts of interest at the outset of an arbitration, thus giving the parties freedom of choice with respect to the arbitrator.\(^{337}\)

In contrast, ODR neutrals may not know parties’ identities at the outset due to well-meaning technological devices that seek to preserve anonymity.\(^{338}\) This can be beneficial when ODR allows for true anonymity, which may prevent parties and neutrals from ever knowing the others’ identities. This would prevent conflicts of interest from thwarting the dispute resolution process. However, there may be some cases in which parties mistakenly reveal their identities through their presentation of the facts. This could result in last-minute withdrawal of the online neutral, thus derailing the process.

For example, an ODR mediator may not know parties’ names at the outset of an ostensibly anonymous process. However, the content of parties’ statements or even the tone of communications may reveal identities. Consumers and companies may inevitably disclose their identities while submitting relevant documents or explaining the facts. Accordingly, new ethical standards for ODR

\(^{334}\) Rainey, supra note 330, at 46.
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should address these situations. There already is a lack of uniform standards and
accreditations for F2F mediators, and therefore, this impetus may inspire action to
ensure legitimacy of all mediation processes.339

In addition, ODR raises new questions about the unauthorized practice of
law. Nonlawyer dispute resolution providers have long struggled with avoiding the
unauthorized practice of law.340 The growth of ODR makes this more complicated
by introducing more nonlawyers into dispute resolution processes. Furthermore,
individuals may not be as careful in the online communications to avoid giving
legal advice, or otherwise crossing over the line and practicing law.

ODR providers also must be careful not to over-automate their processes
in the name of efficiency.341 Cost and time savings are important ODR goals, but
they should not overshadow fairness and justice.342 ODR designers must safeguard
due process and be careful in creating and using algorithms to decide disputes
based on models that may not fit a particular case or context. Some parties may
enjoy the speed of code-based claim determinations, but others may feel
dissatisfied by any process that feels like actuarially determined number
swapping.343

Still, ODR developers and providers, in collaboration with government
regulators, can overcome these hurdles and develop fair and ethical ODR systems.
Consumers are eager to use technology in new ways, especially if that will help
them obtain remedies with respect to their B2C claims. They seek economical and
easy ways to obtain redress when products do not conform to their expectations or
when businesses fail to provide the services they promise. Accredited and
monitored ODR systems may offer access to remedies they desire. The businesses
that employ these systems also would benefit by saving dispute resolution costs
and building goodwill among their customers.

5. Ensuring Enforcement of Public Rights

Private companies may play a part in creating ODR processes, but as
suggested above, government regulators, such as the CFPB, must play a role in
ensuring the fairness of these privately created processes. Additionally, it is
essential to promote enforcement of consumer protection laws and other public
rights. As discussed above, the demise of class actions has arguably left businesses
free to avoid enforcement of these rights.344 At first glimpse, ODR may further
privatize claims resolution—thereby putting a nail in the coffin on public
enforcement of consumer laws. Accordingly, ODR systems should add a “trigger
mechanism” that would (1) alert regulators about recurring claims indicating
possible grounds for enforcement action; and (2) result in a public posting on a
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central ODR website notifying other consumers of potential problems. This would be especially important where repeated complaints indicate that health or safety issues are at stake.

Specifically, the “trigger” could alert the CFPB or FTC, depending on the type of product or service involved, when there are an inordinate number of claims filed regarding a particular product or service that has harmed individuals in a significant way. Such a trigger also could generate a public posting about the recurring claims after the CFPB or FTC has verified the claims’ legitimacy. This would promote public awareness about a danger that may otherwise remain private due to the SWS and the proliferation of pre-dispute arbitration clauses and class action waivers.

The trigger mechanism would also benefit regulators by helping them determine when to pursue enforcement actions. In this way, the trigger would help address the underenforcement of statutory and other public policy claims that has occurred due to the privatization of justice in B2C cases. For example, an ODR process with a trigger mechanism would help alert the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) when particular telecommunications companies add unauthorized third-party charges to customers’ bills (a practice known as “cramming”). Although the FCC has brought some enforcement actions to stop cramming, many consumers continue to fall prey to these charges due to lack of vigilance regarding small charges on their bills and their reliance on automatic payment systems. Thus, ODR would lower consumers’ hurdles to remedies, albeit in a largely privatized process, while the trigger mechanism would prompt public awareness and allow the FCC to notify a company to reverse unauthorized charges or face an enforcement action.

It seems at first blush that no company would agree to use an ODR platform that integrates the proposed trigger mechanism, as it could arouse unwanted regulatory action. However, as noted above, use of the ODR process could ease companies’ overall dispute resolution costs making the entire process more economically efficient. Additionally, the associated trustmark would provide marketing benefits for companies that agree to the process. Furthermore, companies’ adherence to the ODR process could help them avoid any potential enforcement actions and class claims.
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CONCLUSION

The costs and complexity of traditional F2F processes for resolving B2C purchase problems have hindered consumers’ access to remedies and enforcement of consumer protection regulations. Legal rights on the books have become meaningless for individuals living in the real world. This is especially true with respect to low-dollar claims. It is rarely worth the cost and stress of pursuing F2F processes when the expected recovery is low. Additionally, businesses rely on individuals’ inertia by curbing customer assistance and privately quieting claims of the relatively few squeaky wheels who persistently pursue their complaints. This leaves the majority of consumers unaware of their rights and unsatisfied when purchases go awry.

This Article therefore suggests a need for considering “law in action,” and thus developing lower cost, easily accessible consumer remedy processes. Namely, it advocates the development of ODR processes designed to revive corporate responsibility and consumer trust in their purchases. These processes must be secure, transparent, user friendly, and worth their costs in light of the complexity and possible payout on the claims at issue. Consumers also must have adequate information about the ODR processes so that they are comfortable using these processes to vindicate their rights. Furthermore, government regulations and an enforcement mechanism should support ODR processes. This could result in a win-win for consumers and companies. When companies provide such resolution processes, “[c]onsumers are happier; they become more loyal; the bottom line increases.”
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